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Capability extension expected to have
major impact in hypersonic testing
By Bradley Hicks
AEDC Public Affairs

With the surging demand for hypersonic development, many of the tools
used in the transonic and supersonic regimes to provide analyses and measurements must be extended to meet the new
capability.
One such tool under development
is Department of Defense High Performance Computing Modernization Program CREATE™-AV Kestrel, an easyto-use software used to calculate fluid
flows via computational fluid dynamics,
or CFD.
The CREATE™-AV Kestrel tool is
funded by the DOD High Performance
Computing Modernization Program.
CREATE™, short for Computational Research and Engineering for Acquisition
Tools and Environments, is a software
suite that provides production-quality design and analysis.
In addition to providing data from aircraft models, Kestrel is now being used to
provide solutions for the thermodynamic
properties of equilibrium air at AEDC
test facilities. Equilibrium air occurs
when O2 and N2 in the air begin to disassociate at extremely hot temperatures, a

chemical reaction that leaves oxygen and
nitrogen atoms in the air along with O2
and N2 molecules.
A demonstration of Kestrel for equilibrium air was recently completed for a
test article in the arc-heated test facilities
at Arnold Air Force Base.
In the arc-heated facilities simple
thermodynamic models, such as calorically perfect air, are inadequate; higherfidelity thermodynamic models are essential. A need also exists to compute
such flows for geometrically-complicated test articles. Older codes utilized
simple-structured meshes, while Kestrel
allows the use of highly-unstructured
meshes which can resolve very complex
shapes. This combination of high-fidelity
thermodynamic models with more flexible mesh capability is what makes Kestrel the current code of choice at AEDC.
According to AEDC Modeling and
Simulation Engineer Ken Tatum, the
mesh is a set of points in the flow field.
A set of differential equations is solved
to determine data such as pressure, temperature, density and speed. Algorithms The thermodynamic capability of the Department of Defense High Performance
within Kestrel solve these equations at Computing Modernization Program CREATE™-AV Kestrel software, which is
the points within the mesh. From these used to calculate fluid flows via computational fluid dynamics, was extended
to the equilibrium air model in the H3 arc-heated facility at Arnold Air Force
Base. With this, the impact of heat transfer on test articles, such as the one
See HYPERSONIC, page 3
pictured in the graphic, can be computed at higher speeds. (Graphic provided)

HVAC crew keeps things cool while taking heat
By Bradley Hicks
AEDC Public Affairs

Duane Meadows admits he and members of his crew don’t always receive
a warm welcome when they show up
around Arnold Air Force Base.
“We’re probably the most hated craft,
but we’re the most loved at the same
time depending on what we’ve got to
do,” he said.
But Meadows is understanding when
met with a cold reception. As the lead
HVAC technician at Arnold, he realizes
the stakes are high as his work and that
of his fellow HVAC technicians impacts
the comfort of everyone on base. And
while making everyone happy may be an
impossible feat, the technicians concur
they enjoy the challenge.
“You get an opportunity to learn every day,” Meadows said. “If you’re not
learning something, there’s something
wrong. You see things every day that
help you grow your knowledge.”
The 11-man HVAC crew is among
the numerous craft groups at Arnold Air
Force Base and one of several based out
of Building 1478, otherwise known as
the Base Civil Engineering Building.
The HVAC technicians are responsible for maintaining the air conditioning
and heating units and ventilation systems found across the sprawling acreage
of Arnold, including the Gossick Leadership Center, Arnold Lakeside Center,
Wingo Inn, and buildings at the Arnold
AFB Golf Course.
“It’s not all that uncommon to get
called to a building you’ve never heard
of before,” Meadows said. “I’ve been
here 6.5 years, and I find units every day
that I didn’t know existed out here. It’s
like hunting Easter eggs sometimes.”
According to Facilities Maintenance
Superintendent John Richardson, the
HVAC team works to maintain more
than 3,000 assets at Arnold, and those
are just the ones on the books.
“With exhaust fans and everything,
it’s actually closer to 4,000 assets we

Terry Rader, an HVAC technician at Arnold Air Force Base, removes oil from a small compressor. This is among a number of responsibilities of the HVAC crew at Arnold. The refrigerant was previously removed from the compressors, and
the oil is removed to render them unusable for future service. (U.S. Air Force photo by Brad Hicks) (This image was
manipulated by obscuring badges for security purposes)

must maintain,” he said.
Due to the number of assets they
must maintain and their vast coverage
area, Meadows said each day presents
new challenges for the HVAC technicians.
“You may be working on a water
pump one minute, an ice maker then
next minute, refrigerator, air conditioner,
chiller, boiler. You’ve got to be versed in
all of this,” he said.
Richardson added the group is always
on the go, regardless of the time of year.
“That’s the great thing about the Civil Engineering Building – we get stuff
done,” Richardson said. “There’s a lot
of hurry up and wait stuff out here in
the testing world, which is research and
development. We understand that. These Duane Meadows, lead HVAC technician at Arnold Air Force Base, checks on
See CREW, page 2

an HVAC unit located outside of the Base Civil Engineering Building. (U.S. Air
Force photo by Brad Hicks)
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guys here, they’ve got to go. We’ve
got 11 trucks in that parking lot out
there, and we’re on the go all the
time.”
Much of the work completed
by the HVAC crew is preventative maintenance, or PM. The
HVAC PM program was initiated
about five years ago in an effort
to address small issues with both
old and new units around Arnold
before they become much larger
problems. The HVAC crew now
completes an average of 220 PM
projects each month.
“We do have a very extensive
PM program, and I think that’s
very detailed,” Richardson said. “A
lot of work has been prevented. We
don’t have as many trouble calls
as we used to because of the program.”
“We have a lot of old equipment out here. If it wasn’t for our
PMs, this equipment would not be
running today,” HVAC Technician
Michael Gray added.
As the mercury has begun to
drop in recent weeks, the HVAC
technicians have focused their efforts on the winterization of the
base. Recently, members of the
crew spent a weekend visiting each
building at Arnold to seal up any
leaks that may bring cold air in
and to ensure that items exposed
to the elements, such as external
piping and air units, are prepared
to endure the approaching winter
season.
Along with making sure the
thermostat remains just right in the
offices around Arnold, the HVAC
technicians also support testing at
the base. Richardson said test cells
temperatures must often be precise,
frequently requiring that a specific
temperature be maintained with
little to no leeway.
Grays says some tests would be
shut down if his group didn’t show
up when needed.
An integral part of what the
HVAC technicians do is humidity
control.
“We’re required to maintain 10
percent outside air on anything we
do or anything coming in,” Richardson said. “Well, when it’s raining outside, guess what’s getting
drawn in. So we’ve got to figure
out a way to heat or cool the air,
dry it out or put a little more humidity in it, so it’s always an ongoing thing.”
Members of the HVAC crew
must be knowledgeable in tasks
performed by other craftsmen
around Arnold. To finish jobs,
the HVAC technicians must often
complete soldering, brazing, pipefitting and electrical work. They

Arnold Air Force Base HVAC technicians Kevin Hill, left, and Ryan Benedict service a compressor
for HVAC unit controls. (U.S. Air Force photo by Brad Hicks)

are also familiar with work typically performed by instrument technicians and boilermakers.
“We actually are versed in every craft,” Meadows said.
The group is also responsible
for removing Freon and oils and
checking wiring for asbestos on
refrigeration units before the units
are excessed and salvaged. Such
units include refrigerators, window
units and larger cooling units.
When the heat is on to finish
repairs to an air unit or ventilation system, the HVAC crew will
send one of its technicians out
under what its members call the
“fast track” program. Through
this, a technician will respond to a
report to see if a quick fix is possible. In the event it is not, the job
is “shopped out,” meaning a full
work request is entered, leading
multiple technicians to respond to
provide a more detailed repair.
“I would say our fast track is
probably the fastest respondent on
base,” said HVAC Technician Dennis White.
But Richardson said the crew is
up to the task, meeting these challenges through a combination of
troubleshooting and ingenuity.
“One of our biggest hurdles every day is having the right equipment for a quick fix,” Richardson
said. “These guys are very ingenuitive with what they do every single
day. People have no idea what these
guys come up with to get stuff up
and going, whether it’s a bypass or
knowing the system well enough to
do what they’ve got to do to get it
up and running until the right part
gets here. That’s huge with these
guys. They think on their feet all

HVAC technicians James Kirksey, left, and Michael Gray perform
general maintenance and repair to an HVAC unit outside of Building 1433 at Arnold Air Force Base. (U.S. Air Force photo by Brad
Hicks)

the time. That’s really, really big in
our world.”
The HVAC crew was recently
recognized for such efforts. Richardson said members of the team
recognized that the replacement of
valve parts to complete repairs in
the Administration and Engineering Building could be completed
in-house. This resulted in a cost
savings of approximately $50,000.
“It was just innovation from
these guys talking and understanding and knowing how it works, saying, ‘We don’t have to buy this new
part. We can take this part and have
my machinist back here in BCE
make some new neoprene seats,’
and we replaced the seats,” Richardson said. “It was very minimal.
We’re talking a couple of hours of
labor versus two days’ worth – one
hour to make the ring and an hour
to change it out.”
Richardson said despite the resourcefulness of the HVAC crew,

the team requires training to grow
their knowledge and keep up with
evolving industry demands.
“We’re going to a very technical field now,” Richardson said.
“We’re transitioning from contactors and relays to programmable
logic controllers now. That’s
something we’re going to have to
change with.”
Members of the HVAC crew
said they enjoy working to provide
those at Arnold with as comfortable
a working environment as possible.
“I like going to make somebody
smile, even though they may hate
me at the beginning,” White said.
“That’s one of the biggest reasons
I got into the HVAC industry is to
help people, and I love the technology that it’s going to.”
“There’s a real sense of satisfaction in doing our jobs, a sense
of accomplishment making those
people smile at the end of the day,”
Gray added.

Influenza vaccine arrives at Arnold
By Staff Sgt. Alexisa Humphrey
Arnold AFB Medical Aid Station

Core Values
• Integrity first
• Service before self
• Excellence in all
we do

Vision
“NAS delivers the best aerospace
testing capabilities today and in
the future.”

The influenza vaccine has arrived at Arnold Air Force Base Medical Aid Station for
all Department of Defense beneficiaries, retirees and family members. You must possess
a valid I.D. card and be enrolled in DEERS.
Vaccines will be administered as walkin appointments on the following dates and
times: Monday and Wednesday, 2-3 p.m.; and
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 8-9 a.m.
If you are not able to receive the vaccine
during walk-in hours, contact the MAS at
931-454-5351 to make an appointment.
Bring a copy of the vaccines received to
the Medical Aid Station for input into the Air
Force electronic immunizations system.

Values

• Ethics. We are uncompromising in our
integrity, honesty, and fairness.
• Safety & Health. We are relentless in
keeping people safe from harm, and
we provide a safe and healthy work
environment.
• Security. We are disciplined and
vigilant in protecting sensitive AEDC
information and ensuring system integrity to support national security and
our customers.
• Excellence. We thrive on challenge,
accomplishment, and mission success.
• Quality. We are passionate about doing our work right the first time.
• People. We have a mission-focused,
inclusive workforce who have a diverse
skill set, are committed to success,
demonstrate innovation and have a
can do attitude.
• Culture. Our team is proud of our
diversity, inclusiveness, and collaborative work environment. We are proud of
what we do and how we do it.
• Relationships. We build positive, longterm business relationships through
trust, respect, and collaboration.
• Innovation. We overcome challenges
through creativity, perseverance, technology, and flexibility. We actively seek
to continually improve.
• Sustainability. We plan and act for the
long term benefit of our communities
and our environment.

Smoking Policy
1. The following revised Arnold AFB smoking policy is effective immediately and applies to all individuals on
Arnold AFB.
2. Traditional Tobacco products (e.g. cigars and cigarettes):
a. Smoking is permitted solely in Designated Tobacco Areas (DTAs) identified by designated signage. If no
signage exists, smoking is not permitted in that area. It is the responsibility of all smokers to keep DTAs
clean of cigarette butts.
b. Tobacco use on the Arnold AFB Golf Course is permitted, but discouraged based on the health hazards
of tobacco use and secondhand smoke. No smoking is permitted within 50 feet of golf course buildings
except in the approved DTA.
c. Smoking in government-owned/leased vehicles is strictly prohibited. Personnel are allowed to smoke in their
personal vehicles at any time; however, at no time will personnel discard cigarette butts outside their vehicle.
d. For government employees, the fact that a person smokes has no bearing on the number of breaks they
may take. Breaks should be taken in accordance with the current supervisory and personnel policies that
afford all employees the same break opportunities consistent with good work practices and accomplishment of the mission.
3. Smokeless Tobacco products (e.g. snuff and dip):
Smokeless tobacco products are not to be restricted to DTAs. Smokeless tobacco use will be permitted in all
workplace areas (inside and out) subject to reasonable safety and sanitary conditions. Specifically, containers
of tobacco waste product, including sealed containers, must not be left unattended or disposed of in trash
receptacles. Users of smokeless tobacco must flush tobacco waste down the toilet.
4. Electronic Cigarettes (also known as “e-cigs”):
Pursuant to Air Force Instruction (AFI) 40-102, Tobacco Free Living, e-cigs are considered to be equivalent to
tobacco products; however, e-cigs are not restricted to DTAs and are allowed to be used outdoors at a minimum
distance of 25 feet from building entry/egress points. (This policy is dated July 27, 2016)

Action Line
Team AEDC,
I believe in free and open communications
with our Team AEDC employees, and that’s why
we have the Action Line available. People can
use the Action Line to clear up rumors, ask questions, suggest ideas on improvements, enter
complaints or get other issues off their chests.
The Action Line has been expanded to include an option for your ideas, comments, or
suggestions on the AcqDemo personnel system. Simply call the normal x6000 commander’s
action line. You will then be prompted to select
option 1 for the Commander’s Action Line or Option 2 for the AcqDemo line. They can access the
Action Line via the AEDC intranet home page
and by calling 454-6000.
Although the Action Line is always available,
the best and fastest way to get things resolved
is by using your chain of command or by contacting the organization directly involved. I encourage everyone to go that route first, then if
the situation isn’t made right, give us a chance.
Col. Scott Cain
AEDC Commander
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Industrial hygienists, union stewards and craft
work together to meet stricter safety standards
By Deidre Ortiz
AEDC Public Affairs

In an effort to meet
more stringent safety
standards now in place
for welders and pipefitters, the Safety, Health
and Environmental personnel at Arnold Air
Force Base are working
with union stewards of
the Air Engineering Metal Trades Council and
other craft team members
to make adjustments and
implement new equipment.
According to Bing
Bragg, an industrial hygienist at Arnold, there
was recently a change to
the recommended exposure limit to the fumes
created when welding
stainless steel. These
fumes are known as
hexavalent chromium, or
chromium-6.
“The limit is stricter
than what was previously
set regarding exposure to
hexavalent chromium,”
Bragg said. “So we had
several meetings with
the union stewards and
craft to provide them
with information on the
new standards and discuss what types of new
PPE (Personal Protective
Equipment) that would
work for them.”
Part of this process
included bringing in different vendors on base
to give presentations on
the different equipment
available.
One type of PPE suggested was the use of
Powered Air Purifying
Respirators.
“Each PAPR helmet
is $2,300, and our initial
estimate is that we need
at least 30 of these filter
helmets,” said Warner
Holt, group manager of
Manufacturing for the
Test Operations and Sustainment contractor.
Though PAPR helmets have already been
in use by some of the
welders at Arnold, with
the new limitations in
place, every welder and
those directly working
with welders are now required to use one.
Mike Lance, union
steward for the pipefitters
at Arnold, explained that
these are “top-of-the-line
hoods.”
“When using the PAPRs, you’re only taking
in filtered air, so you’re

Justin Weibert, right, an industrial hygienist with the Safety, Health and Environmental Office at Arnold Air Force Base, speaks with
Stan Henn, a vendor representative, during a presentation regarding a new product that can be used when welding to prevent fumes.
(U.S. Air Force photo by Rick Goodfriend) (This image was manipulated by obscuring badges for security purposes)

not exposed to any of the
fumes,” he said.
In addition to the new
hoods, Lance added that
the welders and pipefitters must change into full
body coveralls before
performing their work,
and anytime they go out
on break they must properly dispose of the coveralls and put on a new suit
before continuing their
work.
Another step taken to
prevent exposure was to
establish confined welding areas in the shop.
“We are trying to prevent exposure to the rest
of the shop,” said Vaughn
Wilson, a supervisor at
the Model and Machine
Shop. “We had a cover
constructed for all the
welding to be done inside and set up ducting
and fans for ventilating
the gas out of the Model
Shop.”
Wilson
mentioned
the new requirements
were implemented midway through the heater
replacement project for
C-Plant and thanked the
crew for their cooperation.

“Jeff Tate, Technology/Manufacturing planner and scheduler, went
to work right away getting all the right people
and equipment needed
to do the C-Plant header
work safely,” he said.
“Eddie Ledford and Jason Colbert also stepped
up and continued to weld
remaining headers in the
boilermaker shop using
the Powered Air Purifying Respirator equipment.”
He stated that boilermakers Mike Dickey and
Cecil Beavers assisted
Ledford and Colbert in
making welds to tie the
new headers to the existing ducting, while Glenn
Thomas oversaw the
completion of this phase
of the project. Don Metcalf and Robbie Simmons
were also instrumental in
assisting the crews using
the PAPRs and monitoring the work area.
“Their effort, attitude
and willingness to get the
job complete using these
new methods is much appreciated,” Wilson said.
“This crew overcame
several obstacles to com-

Pictured here is an example of a cover that was constructed for welding taking
place inside of the AEDC Model and Machine Shop at Arnold Air Force Base.
The cover is meant to prevent welding fumes from reaching other areas of the
shop. (AEDC photo)

plete this work in in the
elements welding in extreme conditions with
the heat in the 90-degree
range.”
Wilson added the
new work methods have
meant changes in daily
work practices for everyone in the Model Shop,
but especially the welders.

“They’ve had to get
used to wearing the different equipment and
dressing in and out between working the job
and taking breaks,” Wilson said. “Wearing the
new hoods can also be
heavy and they can limit
the positioning. It will
just take some time to get
adjusted but the health

and safety of the shop
personnel is our priority.”
Lance shares the same
outlook, stating that even
though the new processes
presented challenges at
first, safety is of utmost
importance.
“We see the risk and
we want to be safe,” he
said. “Our number one
concern is safety.”

HYPERSONIC from page 1
fundamental quantities, which include pressure, temperature, density and speed, engineers can also calculate the heat transfer on a test article.
To accurately compute the amount of heat transfer at higher speeds, such as those in the hypersonic
regime, engineers must use an equilibrium air model
rather than a simple perfect gas model.
Kestrel is used in other AEDC facilities to analyze
flow fields below the hypersonic regime. The comprehensive multi-physics tool was originally developed to simulate fixed-wing aircraft in the transonic
speed regime and is regularly used for test articles in
the Propulsion Wind Tunnel where simpler thermodynamic models are acceptable.
AEDC Senior Staff Engineer Dr. Greg Power said
the equilibrium air model assumes the disassociation
is going to happen “infinitely fast,” with atomic nitrogen and oxygen taken into account in the calculations. He said this provides engineers with a good
approximation of the heat transfer at these extreme
conditions.
The result of this extension is the calculation of
surface heat flux, even near the flow stagnation point,
can now be completed more quickly, using the Kestrel tool and thermodynamic models. Solutions previously requiring up to 100,000 iterations can now be
obtained in less than a day.
Power, Tatum and several members of the AEDC
team at Arnold AFB, along with Dr. Ryan Bond, a

research professor at the University of Tennessee
Space Institute, and developers of the tool are working together to further develop complex thermodynamic models for Kestrel.
The multi-year plan is to further refine the work
involving Kestrel and hypersonics in the H3 facility
so the Kestrel equilibrium air and more complex reacting flow models can be used in other AEDC facilities, such as the Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test
Unit at Arnold and the AEDC Hypervelocity Tunnel
9 in White Oak, Maryland. This will provide facilities with a single tool to provide CFD analyses in the
hypersonic flow regime.
“There are many other facilities and many other
applications,” Power said. “For example, Tunnel 9 is
another one that we’re shooting for. The capability
that we need for Tunnel 9 isn’t quite there but should
be available in the next few months.”
Tatum said Kestrel will replace previous-generation computational tools that, in comparison, lack
either geometrical complexity or advanced thermodynamic models.
“The nice thing about it is the methodology that
allows us to implement equilibrium air is the same
methodology that will allow us to implement the
Tunnel 9 physics as well,” he said.
The work in H3 represented an important step in
spreading the Kestrel extension capability to these
other locations.

“This is something we’ve got to have in order to
do that in the long run,” Tatum said. “Where Kestrel started out as just a basic transonic fixed-wing
methodology, this is trying to get it to where it’s applicable to the hot topics like hypersonics.”
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Reserve maintainers take part in AF light
attack experiment with 704th Test Group
By Tech. Sgt. Bob
Jennings
442nd Fighter Wing
Public Affairs

MOODY AIR FORCE
BASE, Ga. (AFNS) – It’s
not every day a pair of Reserve Citizen Airman maintainers get to help shape the
future of the Air Force, but
events like the recent light
attack experiment can provide the opportunity.
Senior Master Sgt. Scott
Lopez, 476th Maintenance
Squadron
maintenance
superintendent at Moody
Air Force Base, Georgia,
and Tech. Sgt. Lauren Camarena, an electrical and
environmental
systems
craftsman with the 476th
MXS, travelled to Holloman AFB, New Mexico, for
two months earlier this year
to take part in phase two of
the experiment.
The AEDC 704th Test
Group was involved in
conducting the experiment
to test the capabilities and
maintainability of the AT-6
Wolverine and the A-29
Super Tucano light attack
aircraft to determine which
plane would best fit the Air
Force’s needs in a close-airsupport role.
The AT-6 is a variant of
the Beechcraft T-6 Texan
training aircraft currently in
use by the U.S. Air Force
and Navy. The A-29 is in
service in multiple countries
around the world.
The planes flew multiple
times a day, testing things
like reliability, ease of maintenance and cost to operate
while 26 Air Force maintainers watched and docu-

mented.
Lopez worked as the
maintenance
superintendent of the team observing
the A-29. His active-duty
counterpart, Senior Master Sgt. Ron Dedman from
the 366th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron at Mountain Home Air Force Base,
Idaho, led the AT-6 observation team. Camarena served
as an observer, watching
directly as civilian teams
worked on the Super Tucano.
“The focus on the maintenance piece was huge,”
said Camarena. “It’s like
the Air Force said ‘let’s look
at this plane before we buy
it.’”
The Airmen were not allowed to actually touch any
of the maintenance during
the experiment. More importantly, they were told not
to express any opinions.
“We’re both very open
and expressive people,” said
Lopez. “So we really had to
be careful. We really toed
that line.”
Each member of the
observation teams signed a
non-disclosure agreement
prohibiting the sharing of
information between the
AT-6 and the A-29 teams.
“My team did their
thing, their team did their
thing,” he said. “We were
completely separated. And
we just observed maintenance.”
During the experiment,
Lopez led his total force
team as they documented
more than 170 training missions flown in the A-29, including working with three
allied special operations

forces to train more than a
dozen foreign joint terminal
attack controllers.
“This was a joint operation,” said Lopez. Pilots
selected for the experiment
included Airmen, Marines,
and naval aviators. He also
touted the combined operations with allied nations.
“It was an awesome opportunity,” he said.
The team gave the Secretary of the Air Force over
30,000 critical data points
from their inspection data
sheets. They compiled those
sheets into weekly action
reports to keep the SECAF
apprised of the experiment’s
progress.
Data collection, while
the primary purpose of the
experiment, was just the beginning.
The team also, in conjunction with the 49th Wing
Weapons
Standardization Section, certified Air
Combat Command’s first
munitions-load-qualified
joint-service aircrew. They
poured over more than 200
maintenance manuals and
provided recommendations
to build up the Air Force’s
maintenance capability for
the OA-X project.
At the end of the experiment, the team built manning plans for three different
scenarios – operations at
home station, deployed and
at a forward operating base.
“It was three different
scenarios, three different
sets of numbers,” said Camarena, “and we all had to
agree.”
They also used their
observations and their expertise to create inspection

Senior Master Sgt. Scott Lopez, the maintenance superintendent for the 476th
Maintenance Squadron at Moody Air Force Base, Ga., and Tech. Sgt. Lauren
Camarena, an electrical and environmental systems craftsman with the 476
MXS, pose with an A-29 Super Tucano October 25 at Moody AFB. They took
part in the Air Force's light attack experiment at Holloman AFB, N.M., to help
determine what airframe would best suit the Air Force's needs. (U.S. Air Force
photo by Tech. Sgt. Bob Jennings)

criteria, technical data concepts and a structured concept of operations for the
both the A-29 and the AT6. They developed tactics,
techniques and procedures
that will be used to help
shape the maintenance portion of the Air Force’s light
attack capability.
The observation teams
sat in on daily flying schedule meetings to prepare
them for the potential maintenance ahead and working
with the operations team to

L

ensure they had the most access possible to the maintenance that was going on.
“The ops and maintenance relationship out there
was second to none,” Lopez said. “It was really unmatched.”
Lopez said the collaboration helped expand his
knowledge of scheduling
practices and the command
structure and language used
in ACC, as opposed to Air
Force Reserve Command.
He now incorporates

that broader awareness into
the Total Force Integration
efforts between the 476th
Fighter Group and the 23d
Wing at Moody AFB. The
476th FG is a geographically separated unit of the 442d
Fighter Wing at Whiteman
AFB, Missouri.
“I think I brought back
more of an understanding of
close air support,” Camarena, a former C-17 Globemaster III cargo aircraft mechanic, said. “Coming off
a heavy aircraft and you’re
bringing people down to the
fight – this one, you’re actually in the fight and seeing
what they actually do every
day and why they need to
do what they do.”
The results of the light
attack experiment haven’t
yet been released, but Lopez expects a decision to
be made in either December 2018 or January 2019.
No matter which aircraft is
ultimately chosen, the part
these two Reserve Citizen
Airmen played in the process will be felt for decades
to come.
“It’s an honor to be a
part of that,” Camarena
said. “To kind of say ‘Hey,
we helped pick this aircraft
for the Air Force.’”
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Keeping walkways and workways
clear for safe passage
By AEDC Safety

The safety focus for the month of November is on walking and working surfaces, with an emphasis on proper lighting and working in winter conditions.
It is important to identify where we
have hazards on our walking and working surfaces and ensuring we are addressing them correctly.
The requirements for walking and
working surfaces are simple - keep them

clear for safe passage. Walkways include
scaffolding, catwalks and access platforms.
Safety, Health and Environmental
Standard D10 outlines the requirements
for scaffolds. The most common causes
of injuries associated with scaffolds include: plank slippage, support collapse,
personnel slips, trips and falls or personnel being struck by a falling object.
Platforms are to have standard mid
rails, top rails and toe boards installed.

A self-closing gate is to be installed on
platforms at the top of ladder accesses.
Designated walkways are to be demarcated with high visibility tape or
paint, preferably white or yellow in color.
If you are working overhead, make
sure the area below is properly barricaded. When working from a scaffold, consider netting the rails and tethering tools.
Keep open paths to exits, electrical
panels, eye wash and safety showers and
fire extinguishers so they can be easily

accessed if needed.
Cover all floor openings with adequate cover material. Make sure that
there are no gaps in grating sections on
overhead walkways.
It is up to everyone to work together
to make our areas safer.
For more information on the different
types of walking and working surfaces,
view the SHE information on the AEDC
Safety Site, which can be accessed via
Team AEDC SharePoint page.

920th RQW Airmen prepare for human spaceflight
By Tech. Sgt. Kelly
Goonan
920th Rescue Wing Public
Affairs

PATRICK
AIR
FORCE BASE, Fla.
(AFNS) – To prepare for
the arrival of human space
flight tests next year, the
920th Rescue Wing along
with the DOD Human
Space Flight Support Office, NASA and SpaceX
personnel joined forces to
plan and execute a realistic medical evacuation
exercise at Kennedy Space
Center in Florida, Oct. 25.
Their mission was to
respond to a simulated
emergency incident that
required DOD support
and expertise. The exercise included twelve participants role-playing various injuries after a launch
pad emergency. The DOD
HSFS Office planned and
coordinated 920th RQW
assets which included two
HH-60G helicopters from
the 301st Rescue Squadron, four pararescuemen
from the 308th RQS and
two flight surgeons from
the DOD HSFS Office.
This exercise revalidated the response time of the
Airmen and aircraft from
Patrick Air Force Base, to
Kennedy Space Center in
the event of a catastrophic,
life-threatening
occurrence within the capsule
of a human spaceflight
launch. This was also the
first time the DOD, NASA
and commercial providers
have exercised this type
of event utilizing live patients and the full array
of air assets, according to
HSFS.
“With our partners at
NASA, these exercises are
important in developing a
foundational understanding of our capabilities
and integrating our procedures to better the mission.
While today’s exercise
was generic, we will continue to build into more
advanced rescue scenarios,” said Staff Sgt. Gregg
Forshaw, 308th Rescue
Squadron pararescueman.
“Today is a great example
of how we, as Citizen Airmen, provide our expertise, while reflecting on
our long history of supporting the NASA.”
Pararescuemen hold a
unique position in combat-search-and-rescue
missions. Each pararescueman is trained and
equipped to conduct both
conventional and unconventional recovery missions. Their motto, “That
others may live,” and their
trauma medicine capabilities combined with battlefield skills make them
unique within the special
operations community.
Since the inception of
the National Aeronautics

Top and bottom photo: Airmen from the 920th Rescue Wing revalidate their response time in the event of a catastrophic, life-threatening occurrence within the capsule of a human space flight launch, Oct. 25 at Kennedy Space Center, Fla. This exercise marked
the first time that the Department of Defense, NASA and commercial providers have exercised this type of event utilizing twelve live
patients and the full array of air assets. (U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. Kelly Goonan)

and Space Act of 1958, the
DOD has provided Human
Space Flight Support to
NASA.
“The HSFS Office has
provided support to NASA's Mercury, Gemini,
Apollo, and Space Shuttle programs,” explained
Brent Maney, HSFS Space
Medical Contingency Specialist. “It continues to
provide support for Soyuz,
Orion, and commercial
crew programs (CCPs) because we’re the principle
liaison for human spaceflight support operations.”
Maney explained that
the DOD HSFS Office
assists CCPs with unique
DOD capabilities ensuring
the global rescue and recovery of NASA and NASA-sponsored astronauts.
“It’s a unique orchestra
between NASA, the Air
Force Reserve and active
duty; to see everything
come together,” Lt. Col.
Dave Mahan, DOD HSFS
CCP division chief said.
“The 920th has supported
human spaceflight for the
last 50 years and we look
forward to continuing
those trusted relationships
long into the future.”
For every human mission launching from Kennedy Space Center for
the next fiscal year, 920th
RQW Airmen will be present to not only clear the
range, but also remain on
standby in the event of a
mishap.
“Our hope is to not ever
be needed,” said Lt. Col.
Paul Carpenter, 301st Rescue Squadron pilot. “But
we’re ready to respond if
something were to happen
during any launch.”

Carpenter
explained
that aircraft and crews as
well as teams of pararescuemen will be pre-positioned, ready and waiting
should something happen
that necessitates rescue
operations.
“I know that NASA
has had a long relationship
with the 920th and 45th
Space Wing when we were
operating shuttles here and
we’re looking forward to
working with them again,”
said
Kjell
Lindgren,
NASA astronaut. “Being
able to rely on their assets,
people and professionalism really puts our minds
at ease that we are all on
the same team as we are
continuing to march forward with human space
exploration.”
When the final mission
of the American Space
Shuttle Program, Space
Transportation
System
- 135, launched in July

2011, it marked the end of
an era not only for NASA
but also for the 920th Rescue Wing Reserve Citizen
Airmen who had served as
guardians of the NASA astronauts for five decades.
That seven-year hiatus
will come to an end next
summer.

Patrick is being used
as the primary staging location due to its vicinity
to Kennedy Space Center
and the support provided
by Patrick AFB. While
rescue is the primary mission of the rescue forces,
they can be called on for
medevac if the need arises.

The exercise was proof of
concept.
With highly trained
rescue personnel, the
920th RQW remains ready
to support the next era of
human space flight, willing to meet the needs of
NASA’s unique, evolving
missions.
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Air Force awards three Launch Service Agreements
By Secretary of the Air Force Public
Affairs

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AFNS) –
The U.S. Air Force announced today
the award of three Evolved Expendable
Launch Vehicle (EELV) Launch Service
Agreements to (in alphabetical order)
Blue Origin, Northrop Grumman Innovation Systems, and United Launch Alliance. The award to Blue Origin will be for
development of the New Glenn Launch
System. The award to Northrop Grumman Innovation Systems is for development of the OmegA Launch System. The
award to United Launch Alliance will be
for development of the Vulcan Centaur
Launch System.
The Launch Service Agreements will
facilitate the development of three domestic launch system prototypes and enable the future competitive selection of
two National Security Space launch service providers for future procurements,
planned for no earlier than fiscal year
2020.
Through public-private partnership
agreements, the goal of the acquisition
strategy is to satisfy federal law by ensuring that the U.S. maintains assured
access to space, with at least two domestic launch service providers and without
reliance on non-allied rocket propulsion

systems.
"Our launch program is a great example of how we are fielding tomorrow's
Air Force faster and smarter," said Secretary of the Air Force Heather Wilson.
“We're making the most of the authorities
Congress gave us and we will no longer
be reliant on the Russian-built RD-180
rocket engine."
With the Congressional mandate to
transition away from reliance on foreign rocket propulsion systems, and the
planned Delta IV retirement, the Air
Force developed an acquisition strategy
to accelerate National Security Space
launch requirements.
"Leveraging domestic commercial
space launch systems is good for the
Air Force, and a revitalized commercial
launch industry is good for the taxpayer,"
Wilson added.
The EELV program has successfully
launched 72 NSS missions, dating back
to 2003, using the Atlas V and Delta IV
launch vehicles.
“Since the early days of the space
program, the Air Force has been a world
leader in space launch,” said Air Force
Chief of Staff Gen. David L. Goldfein.
"As space becomes more contested and
our adversaries develop new capabilities
to thwart our advantage, we are fielding
our space capabilities to ensure we re-

main the best in the business."
While the prototypes are being developed, the Air Force will continue to
competitively award commercial launch
services contracts to providers who demonstrate the capability to design, produce, qualify and deliver launch systems
and provide the mission assurance support required to deliver National Security
Space satellites to orbit.
“I’m excited to announce these creative partnerships that directly support
the Air Force’s strategy to drive innovation and leverage commercial industry.
These awards are a leap forward in space
launch capabilities, ensuring continued
U.S. dominance in space,” said Dr. William Roper, Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force for Acquisition, Technology, and
Logistics.
The Air Force competitively awarded
the Launch Service Agreements as other
transaction (OT) agreements in accordance with the Air Force’s other transaction authority (OTA) for prototype
projects. OT agreements are nontraditional acquisition arrangements that allow for shared investment to encourage
innovation and promote the maturation
of capabilities. The use of OTA is consistent with guidance in the National
Space Transportation Policy to “cultivate
increased technological innovation and

entrepreneurship in the U.S. commercial
space transportation sector through the
use of incentives such as nontraditional
acquisition arrangements, competition
and prizes.”
The awards will be contracted through
Air Force Space Command's Space and
Missile Systems Center (SMC), located
at Los Angeles Air Force Base, California. SMC is the U.S. Air Force's center of
acquisition excellence for acquiring and
developing military space systems. Its
portfolio includes the Global Positioning
System, Military Satellite Communications, Defense Meteorological Satellites,
Space Launch and Range Systems, Satellite Control Networks, Space Based
Infrared Systems and Space Situational
Awareness capabilities.
“These awards are central to the Air
Force goal of two domestic, commercially viable launch providers that meet
National Security Space requirements,”
said Lt. Gen. John Thompson, the Air
Force’s Program Executive Officer for
Space and SMC commander. “These innovative public-private partnerships with
industry provide a path to develop launch
vehicles to assure access to space, address the urgent need to transition away
from strategic foreign reliance, and provide responsive launch capabilities to the
warfighter.”

SLATE demo highlights live, virtual, constructive
environment for pilot training
By Gina Marie Giardina
Air Force Research
Laboratory

W R I G H T- PATTERSON AIR FORCE
BASE, Ohio (AFNS) –
The Secure Live Virtual
Constructive, Advanced
Training Environment,
program in the Air Force
Research
Laboratory's
711th Human Performance Wing, concluded
a 40-month effort with a

Phase III capstone demonstration in September
at Nellis Air Force Base,
Nevada.
This final phase, just
one of three two-week
demonstrations that began in June, showcased
live United States Air
Force F-15E and U.S.
Navy F/A-18/F aircraft;
virtual F-16 and F/A-18
simulators; and constructive computer-generated
entities within a highly

secure virtual environment.
“This training capability will allow pilots
to train like they fight
against realistic threats
in a secure, high fidelity
training environment by
combining synthetic and
real-world air combat
training,” explained Dr.
Winston “Wink” Bennett, AFRL’s 711th HPW
technical advisor. “Until
the SLATE demonstra-

tions, there were only
limited and constrained
LVC integrated evaluations. The three Phases
of SLATE allowed us to
fully demonstrate technical capabilities and alternatives to reduce risk for
LVC as a future readiness
concept.”
Bennett lauded the
successful
demonstration, but also alluded to
future improvements in
the training, if necessary.
The team was able
to record mission performance and enterprise
functional data at a level
of quality and quantity
that has never been done
before, Bennett said. “We
were also able to get
solid feedback on what
works and needs further
work in the concept if it
is to move forward.”
He also spoke of a
specific event during the
last phase of the demonstration that was particularly exciting for the future of pilot training and
LVC.
“One of the things
we demonstrated was
something we call ‘untethered LVC.’ What untethered allows us to do
is conduct realistic live
and constructive training anywhere we need to.
This is because the modified aircraft and pods can

host and distribute specific scenarios we can
program into the pods
with or without a range
infrastructure,” Bennett
explained.
“Moreover,
we were able to demonstrate in Phase III that
the untethered mode can
supplement their actual
live training even if the
range infrastructure goes
down or air to ground infrastructure slows down.
One of the aircraft can
serve as the host and the
other aircraft as clients,
but they can all see and
tactically work through
the same scenario in real
time anywhere.”
This Advanced Technology
Demonstration
was established in March
2015 with the specific direction to evaluate critical enabling technologies
required to field a live,
virtual and constructivecapable training system
architecture and structure.
“There are two major pieces of SLATE,”
explained Bennett. “The
first is the secure piece
– we want to be able to
train realistically and not
give away the things that
make us the best in the
world to the bad guys. So
it has to be a secure way
of transmitting information back and forth. The

second major piece is
the LVC – live, virtual
and constructive. The
live aspect is the military
members actually flying
in their operational airplanes, driving in their
operational truck or vehicle on the ground, remotely piloted aircraft
– they’re using their operational equipment. But
we’re able to tie that to
a virtual environment
which is a simulation of
that operational equipment. And the constructive environment which
is computer generated
models and entities that
allow us to create realistic threats, realistic bad
guys and behaviors that
our folks can actually go
after.”
Although
managed
from AFRL’s 711HPW,
SLATE is a Department
of Defense program that
leverages expertise in
other AFRL directorates,
Air Combat Command,
Air Force Life Cycle
Management Center, and
the United States Navy,
among others.
“For the last 40
months, the team really
pushed hard on the ‘state
of the art’ in terms of
some key technologies
that were needed to make
SLATE a successful demonstration,” Bennett said.
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Brothers carry on family legacy in aviation
By Senior Airman Justin Clayvon
94th Airlift Wing Public Affairs

DOBBINS AIR RESERVE BASE, Ga. (AFNS)
– Decades ago, a father took his two young sons to
the aviation museum at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio. Although the father might have known
it would be a great vacation for his family, he had no
way of knowing the impact the trip would have on his
sons’ future decision to join the Air Force.
“I remember that one of the airplanes we stopped
at, our dad was like, 'look it’s a Hercules,'” said Staff
Sgt. Jeremy Putnam, a 94th Maintenance Squadron
jet engine mechanic here. “We were like that’s really cool and they let us in and we climbed around in
it. I just remember it being so big! And then, lo and
behold, later I’m an engine guy that works on them.
We’ve always been around aircraft and drawn to it.”
Jeremy’s older brother, Joel Putnam, is a 94th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron crew chief at Dobbins
Air Reserve Base. The Putnam brothers come from a
family legacy of military aviators.
“Our dad was in the U.S. Army air cavalry and
he worked on airplanes,” said Jeremy. “That was a
big inspiration for both of us to work on airplanes.
We come from a long line of military aviators. Our
grandfather on our dad’s side was in the Air Force.
On our mom’s side, our grandfather was a helicopter
crew chief in the Marines and then Army.”

The brothers’ camaraderie growing up continued
into their adult lives as they worked in the military.
Joel and Jeremy deployed to Qatar and recently participated in Exercise Swift Response together. Exercise Swift Response is an annual U.S. Army Europeled multinational exercise featuring high-readiness
airborne forces from nine nations.
The brothers spoke about their unique experience
of partnering with each other in real world scenarios
of exercises and missions.
“We were doing some reconfigurations for the
Swift Response exercise, changing from one layout
in the cargo department to another,” said Joel. “We
were setting up seats for the Army paratroopers to
jump out, and I look up and Jeremy is there helping
me—tag teaming.”
“Yeah, I didn’t have anything engine related, so
I jumped on the airplane to help him set up for the
configuration,” Jeremy added.
Joel highlighted that between the two brothers
they can take care of a whole plane. “We can go on
TDY together and he can do the engine work and I
can do the crew chief stuff,” said Joel.
“We can run the plane, we can get it serviced up,
gassed and go, or handle any major issues,” added
Jeremy.
Joel spoke about completing inspections at Dobbins ARB. When a plane comes in and is jacked up,
as Jeremy works on the motor, Joel will be over in

the flaps.
Jeremy works as an Air Reserve technician full
time at Dobbins ARB. Joel serves as a traditional
reservist, frequently working on orders at Dobbins
ARB.
The bond between the brothers carries into their
civilian life as well. The airmen live as roommates
and even produce electronic music and disc jockey
together. But their favorite experience is working together in the military.
“Going out and doing real world missions together is really cool,” Jeremy said. “When we grew up
playing in the backyard together trying to accomplish
something, or helping dad work on the cars, it was
together, and now being on a much bigger scale, in a
bigger family in the Air Force, still being and working together towards the mission is awesome.”

Tech. Sgt. Joel Putnam, a 94th Aircraft Maintenance
Squadron crew chief, left, and his brother, Staff
Sgt. Jeremy Putnam, a 94th Maintenance Squadron
aerospace propulsion technician, pose for a photo
Senior Airman Jeremy Putnam, a 94th Maintenance Squadron aerospace propulsion technician, performs in front of a C-130H3 Hercules at Dobbins Air Remaintenance on a C-130 Hercules in Amman, Jordan, in support of Exercise Eager Lion. (U.S. Air Force serve Base, Ga. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airphoto by Staff Sgt. Alan Abernethy)
man Justin Clayvon)
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Military appreciation picnic hosts serve up food and
fun to past, present and future service members
By Bradley Hicks
AEDC Public Affairs

Tullahoma resident Wilford “J.J.” Johnson wasn’t
sure what to expect as he
made his way to Arnold
Lakeside Center last month
to attend a gathering of retired military, veterans and
active-duty service members.
“Normally, when you
have things like this, you
have just a few people,” he
said.
But Johnson, who served
in the U.S. Air Force from
1965-93 and whose service
included three overseas
tours, was pleasantly surprised by what he observed
upon his arrival. Vehicles
nearly filled the ALC parking lot. The majority of seats
inside the center were occupied, and the chairs that
weren’t were likely to be
claimed by those in line to
fill their plates with complimentary hamburgers, hot
dogs and desserts. Outside,
children of those in attendance were playing on inflatables while others were
making their way to Woods
Reservoir to spend some
time on the lake.
As he took in the food,
fun and fellowship, Johnson
said his first Military Appreciation: Past, Present and
Future Picnic was “much
more” than he expected.
“I think it just goes to
show people are open for
something like this, want
something like this and need
something like this,” he said.
The picnic, held each
year at Arnold Air Force
Base as a way to say “thank
you” to past and present service members and their families, was Oct. 12. The event
was presented by the Arnold
AFB Services and Personnel offices and the Military
Aid Station and was sponsored by the Air Force Sergeants Association, the Arnold Community Council,
BlueCross/BlueShield, Coca-Cola, Geneva McKelvey,
and the Pie Safe, a bakery
located in Morrison.
This marks the second
year the picnic was held under the “Past, Present and
Future” banner. More than
two decades ago, the AFSA
began hosting a yearly picnic at the ALC for veterans
and patients from the Veterans Affairs Medical Center
in Murfreesboro.
As overall military enrollment began to decline,
the AFSA was finding it
more and more difficult to
prepare for the picnic.
To keep the event going, the Arnold AFB Services and Personnel offices
teamed up and immediately
began discussing ways to
open up the picnic to even

Past and present service members and their families line up for a free lunch during the Military Appreciation: Past, Present and Future
Picnic, held Oct. 12 at Arnold Lakeside Center. (U.S. Air Force photo by Bradley Hicks) (This image was manipulated by obscuring
badges for security purposes)

more attendees. AEDC team
members from these offices
soon landed on the idea of
inviting retired military and
veterans to represent the
past, active-duty military to
represent the present, and
the families of both of these
groups to represent the future.
“We called it ‘Military
Appreciation Picnic: Past,
Present and Future’ because
the past is represented by
the veterans and the retirees
who came before us; the
present are the active-duty
military and DOD civilians
currently working to defend
our country; and the future
is represented by the family members, who need to
understand what we do in
order to bring them into service for their country,” said
Barbara Stewart, director of
the Arnold AFB Services
Office.
Along with the free
lunch buffet, this year’s picnic once again featured a variety of events for picnickers
of all ages. Activities included horse-drawn buggy rides,
cornhole, boat rides, live
music, and a bounce house
and games for the children
present.
“Thinking of everybody,
including the kids, that’s a
good touch,” Johnson said.
This year, information
from agencies and organizations such as the Department of Veterans Affairs and
BlueCross/BlueShield was
made available to attendees
via several tables set up near
the ALC entrance.
“The major changes this
year came from the repre-

Horse-drawn buggy rides was one of several activities open to attendees of the Military Appreciation: Past,
Present and Future Picnic, held Oct. 12 at Arnold Lakeside Center. (U.S. Air Force photo by Bradley Hicks)

sentatives that the Personnel
Office and the Medical Aid
Station brought in to provide information on the various VA and retiree needs,”
Stewart said. “We were also
able to get more commercial
sponsorship to help out this
year to make things even
more special.”
Ralph
Dietz
of
Shelbyville has attended the
picnic for the past several
years. Dietz, who served
in the Army from 1967-69,
said it is the combination
of seeing fellow veterans
and the activities offered
that keeps him coming back
year after year.
“We have a great time
out here,” he said. “We take
the carriage rides, do the

Some attendees of the Military Appreciation: Past, Present and Future Picnic
spend a little time on Woods Reservoir. Boat rides were one of several activities in which picnic attendees could participate. The picnic is held annually as
a way to show appreciation to past and present service members and their
families. (U.S. Air Force photo by Bradley Hicks)

boat ride. It’s always fun.”
Reflecting upon the
event several days later,
Stewart said she felt the
second incarnation of the
Military Appreciation: Past,
Present and Future Picnic

went well, adding the picnic was once again wellreceived.
“Everyone there liked
the addition of the informational booths which helped
them understand where they

could go to get help with
health-related issues, finances, home improvement and
other concerns we all may
have,” she said. “Everyone
I talked to was very positive
in their reactions.”
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‘Bricks in the Loop’ provides cyber Airmen
an innovative, low-cost training option

By Tech. Sgt. R.J.
Biermann
Air Forces Cyber
Public Affairs

JOINT BASE SAN
ANTONIO-LACKLAND, Texas (AFNS) –
As the cyber realm evolves,
effects from cyberattacks
are moving from the digital
world to the physical one.
Just three years ago,
nearly 225,000 energy customers in Ukraine woke to
a powerless city after regional electrical companies
were hacked and shut down
by malicious Russian cyber
actors. Earlier this year, the
city of Atlanta had to suspend many of its services
while ransomware ran rampant through government
computers.
To ready the Air Force’s
Cyber Protection Teams,

which defend priority Department of Defense networks and systems against
such malicious cyber-physical acts, the 90th Cyberspace Operations Squadron
has developed an innovative new training tool.
“‘Bricks in the Loop’
helps cyber Airmen conceptualize and understand
the relationship between
the network and physical domains in operational
technology
infrastructures,” said Christopher De
La Rosa, 90th COS cyber
modeling and simulation
environments lead. “Significant differences exist
between information technology and OT networks,
necessitating different approaches to training our
Airmen in IT and OT cyber
defense.”
In other words, BIL

links cyber (IT) and physical (OT) resources to afford
Airmen the opportunity
to see how a cyber action
can effect a physical asset.
Unfortunately, any cyberphysical training option
using life-size training assets would be too costly to
create, so current options
are predominantly virtualbased, according to De La
Rosa.
To remedy this, his team
created a scaled, physical
training environment made
of toy, plastic bricks purchased off-the-shelf. They
combined this with an IT
network built from open
source or low-cost, and
easy-to-use software options. The build cost less
than $4,000 and took only
four months.
The “loop” serves as a
simulated Air Force instal-

The “Bricks in the Loop” cyber-physical training platform at Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland, Texas, helps 90th Cyberspace Operations Squadron members
ready the Air Force’s Cyber Protection Teams. The CPTs defend priority Department of Defense networks and systems against malicious cyber-physical acts.
(U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. R.J. Biermann)

lation with assets such as a
fire station, police station,
airport, airport passenger
terminal, jets, tanker trucks
and other vehicles. Many of
these elements can purposefully be hacked and made
to light up, move forward
or backward, spin, alarm or
stop working all together,
all to alert the trainee a cyber action has taken place.
The toy bricks are built on
15x15 inch tiles so they can
be easily transported and
re-built to support on-demand training or to model
service-level exercises.
“The look and functionality of the environment
allows the trainee to easily
translate the model to critical missions on most bases,
and the potential damage
that could occur from a malicious cyber-physical attack on those missions,” De
La Rosa said. “There are
many more scenarios relevant to Air Force bases that,
if disrupted, may have a
critical impact on assigned
missions.”
In the future, the team
hopes to include additional
assets that will lend to more
training scenarios, including fuel operations, security, water filtration, and
fire alarm and suppression
systems. The team is also
seeking to incorporate a
remote access and control
feature providing trainees
the opportunity to connect
from anywhere.
Training cyber Airmen
isn’t new to the 90th COS.
In the last two years alone,
the squadron has developed

110 cyber capabilities comprising real-time operations
and innovation efforts,
CMF support efforts, and
additional supporting capabilities and enabling efforts,
including BIL.
As AFCYBER Airmen

continue to deliver fullspectrum global cyberspace
capabilities and outcomes
to the Air Force, joint force
and nation, so will the 90th
COS in its endeavor to keep
them proficiently trained
and ready.

Arnold AFB
Milestones
35 YEARS
Starla Keller, TOS
William Sherrell, TOS
30 YEARS
Nelson Tate, TOS
25 YEARS
Odell Crutchfield, FSS
Jeffrey Holt, TOS
Anthony King, FSS
Billy King, FSS
Ricky Knight, TOS
Walter Marshall, TOS
Gary McCullough, TOS
Charles Myers, TOS
Kenny Yarbrough, FSS
20 YEARS
Lee Brassfield, FSS
Christy Brunner, TOS
Ralph Elmore, TOS
Orlan Richards, TOS
Scott Slabaugh, TMAS

5 YEARS
Johnny Lister, TOS
RETIREMENTS
Chester Stoval Jr., TOS
Michael Tucker, TOS
NEW HIRES
Michael Belzil, TOS
James Klem, TOS
Stefen Lindorfer, TOS
Russell Parker, TOS
Brenda Price, TOS
James Shavers, TOS
Paul Sullivan, TOS
Richard Tighe, TOS
PROMOTIONS
Nathanael Wood, AF
promoted to technical
sergeant

CERTIFICATES
Jared Frey, AF
10 YEARS
Information Systems
Shannon Allen, AF
Audit and Control AsSamuel Anderson, TOS sociation Certified,
Richard Bagley Jr., TOS Information Security
Robert Meeks, TOS
Manager Certification,
Russell Neel, TOS
and Air Force Emerging
Dee Wolfe, AF
Leaders Course CertifiShawn Wolfe, AF
cate
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Spark Cell: Columbus AFB opens
creative space for innovators
By Airman 1st Class Keith Holcomb
14th Flying Training Wing Public Affairs

COLUMBUS AIR FORCE BASE,
Miss. (AFNS) – The 14th Flying Training Wing’s senior leadership and innovation team opened the Spark Cell’s Innovation Lab Oct. 19, at Columbus Air
Force Base, Mississippi.
The room is open 24 hours a day on
the second floor of building 926 for individuals to utilize equipment and work
on projects. Spouses, civilians, activeduty personnel and anyone else with an
idea to solve a problem is welcome to
use the Spark Cell.
“This is your Spark Cell,” said Col.
Samantha Weeks, 14th FTW commander. “This is for all of (Columbus AFB)
to put up problems and collaboratively
come up with solutions. … The chief of
staff of the Air Force told us to think big,
start small and scale fast and that’s what
the Spark Cell is here to help us do.
Maj. Ryan Brewer, 14th FTW director of innovation, was the lead on the
creation of Spark Cell and said this is
not a place for personal projects for the
sake of it, but rather a place for personal
and professional development to help
the Air Force and the 14th FTW get better. An example of how to use the space
effectively is learning how to program
computer applications to create a solution to a problem.
“The first rule is to strip your rank
when you walk in,” Brewer said. “We
are trying to strip the barriers to solutions and success. We want an Airman to
be able to walk up to a lieutenant colonel and say they have an idea that will
change the world.”
The Spark Cell has numerous tablets,
laptops, TVs, microphones and whiteboards with programs ranging from
photo editing software to computer programming applications to allow anyone
with any skill set to set the framework
for their innovative ideas.
In the future, the innovation team
plans to allow people to check out equipment overnight if needed. The Spark
Cell is meant to give opportunities to
connect with other innovators whenever
and however possible.

Capt. Phillip Huebner, 37th Flying Training Squadron instructor pilot, speaks during the Spark Cell grand opening Oct.
19 on Columbus Air Force Base, Miss. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Keith Holcomb)

“We came up with the idea of the
‘Check Six’ podcast,” said Capt. Phillip Huebner, 37th Flying Training
Squadron instructor pilot. “The style is
more of a (tactics techniques and procedures) debrief compared to reading
the procedures out of a book. Hopefully it will keep students engaged, teach
them about things they might not know
about, provide context for things when
they step in the door, and allow them to
know things farther down the line.”
The Check Six podcast is made in the
Spark Cell itself with equipment available to all of Columbus AFB, showing
there are no limits to one’s creativity.
The innovation team said the vision
of the podcast is to cover numerous
topics from the ground up, to provide
hours of information to students, and
others who are interested, while they
are out driving, working out or relaxing.
At the end of the day, the innovation team on Columbus AFB says the
purpose of the Spark Cell is to cultivate
ideas and connect with other innovators
so Columbus AFB can create solutions
for the betterment of the Air Force.

Maj. Ryan Brewer, 14th Flying Training Wing director of innovation, helps Col.
Derek Stuart, 14th Operations Group commander, use a virtual reality headset
Oct. 19 on Columbus Air Force Base, Miss. Virtual reality headsets, 3-D printers, tablets and laptops fill the Spark Cell for Columbus AFB personnel to use
while they create and explore their ideas. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st
Class Keith Holcomb)
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